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ABSTRACT      
Information security is one of the most challenging 

problems facing network designers and operations 

managers. Along with viruses and worms, Denial of 

Service (DoS) attacks constitutes one of the major threats 

to the current Internet. Denial of Service attacks aims to 

crash a server or a network in order to paralyze its normal 

activity. Today, most organizations provide services over 

the internet hence an attack which targets their resources 

on the Internet. Denial of service is major class of security 

threat today. As attacker usually uses fake IP to hide their 

real location. One effective means to defend against such 

attacks is to locate the attack source and to filter out the 

attack traffic. To locate the attack source, this paper 

proposes an effective defense and IP trace back 

mechanisms. For implementing effective defense and trace 

back mechanisms against Denial of Service attacks such as 

SYN Flood and ICMP Flood we construct a simulation 

environment Using Network Simulator version 2. 

Keywords - Denial of Servie (DoS) Attacks , Firwall , 

ICMP, , Spoofed Address , SYN  Flood , TCP ,Traceback. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The recent rapid growth and the wide use of the Internet are 

making Internet security issues increasingly important. Denial-

of-service (DoS) attacks are one of the most serious problems. 

Attacks designed to make a host or network incapable of 

providing normal services are known as denial of service 

attacks. There are different types of DoS attacks, a few of 

them abuse the computers legitimate features; a few target the 

implementations bugs and a few exploit the misconfigurations. 

DoS attacks are classified based on the services that an 

adversary makes unavailable to legitimate users. In DoS 

attacks the adversary mainly targets a few services like 

network bandwidth router or server CPU cycles system 

storage, operating system data structures, protocol data 

structures and software vulnerabilities [1]. DoS can be a single 

source attack, originating at a single host, or can be a multi-

source attack, where multiple hosts and networks are involved.     

     The SYN flooding attack is a denial of service method 

affecting hosts that run TCP server processes. The attack takes 

advantage of the state retention TCP performs for some time 

after receiving a SYN segment to a port that has been put into 

the LISTEN state. The basic idea is to exploit this   behavior 

by causing a host to retain enough state for bogus half-open 

connections that   there are no   resources left to establish new 

legitimate connections. TCP SYN Flooding causes servers to 

quit responding to requests to open new connections with 

clients a denial of service attack. Denial of service attacks 

prevents people from using the affected system or networks. 

These attacks usually proceed by overloading the target in 

some fashion.  The TCP SYN Flooding attack takes advantage 

of the way the TCP protocol establishes a new connection. 

Each time a client attempts to open a connection with a server. 

Some information is stored on the server. Because the 

information stored takes up memory and operating system 

resources, only a limited number of in-progress connections 

are allowed, typically less than ten (more commonly six or 

less). When the server receives an acknowledgement from the 

client, the server considers the connection open, and the queue 

resources are freed for accepting another new connection. 

          
Figure 1: SYN Flood Attack 

     The attacking software generates spoofed packets that 

appear to be valid new connections to the server. These 

spoofed packets enter the queue, but the connection is 

never completed leaving these new connections in the 

queue until them time out. Only a few of these packets 

need to be sent to the server, making this attack simple to 

carry out even using a slow, dial-up connection from the 

attacker's computer. The system under attack quits 

responding to new connections until sometime after the 

attack stops.    

        Figure 2: SYN Flood Attack 
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II. RELATED WORK 
     Currently there   are several mechanisms   to counter DoS 

attack. Methods that build a model of normal traffic often use 

machine learning algorithms. Clustering has been used in and 

uses BIRCH clustering algorithm. A vector with ’n’ 

parameters is extracted from the normal traffic data and is used 

to create CF Trees. If the distance of the test data is more than 

a certain threshold, test data would be considered anomalous. 

Similarly, in labeled data (that include both normal and 

anomalous data) with ’n’ parameters is arranged in the form of 

a grid with every parameter as a dimension and clusters of 

normal and anomalous data are created. Test data is also 

distributed in the grid and is classified depending on the type 

of cluster it falls in. To prevent DoS attacks, three different 

types of method are classified: prevention, detection and 

counterattack. Prevention method tries to prevent attacks based 

on the preemptive measurement to build the tolerant system. 

Detection method focuses on early detection for intrusions or 

attacks and focuses on notification by the alarm as soon as 

possible. In this method, accuracy and quickness are important 

factors. Counterattack method tries to some actions after 

detecting the attack. Types of these actions are included the 

filtering pushback and trace back. 

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM  

A. For detection and Defense mechanisms of SYN Flood 

Attack. 

 
        Figure 3: Block schematic of proposed approach for Defense. 

     DoS attacks can be detected either by using traffic 

signatures or by recognizing anomalies in system behaviors. A 

signature-based approach uses the signatures of the well-

known attacks to determine if the packet represents a 

suspicious activity. Anomaly-based approach will detect 

abnormal behaviors by monitoring network traffic and 

comparing it with the baseline behaviors. The baseline will 

identify what is “normal” for that network. The baseline 

activity could be identified by a combination of average packet 

size, number of packets per second, flows per second, and 

bytes per second. Then the system can trigger an alert when it 

finds a significant deviation from the baseline  

     Our approach for DoS detection is a focus on two types of 

DoS attacks, namely SYN flood, ICMP flood. First, SYN 

flood exploits vulnerability of the TCP three-way handshake. 

During SYN flood, an attacker sends a lot of TCP SYN 

packets with source IP addresses that does not exist or is not in 

use. The attacker also uses many random source ports to 

connect to a single destination port of a victim. Since the 

number of requests is large, the system will run out of 

resources and starts dropping normal connection requests. 
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is based on the IP 

protocol and is used to diagnose network status. An ICMP 

flood is a type of bandwidth attack that uses ICMP packets. 

On IP networks, a packet can be directed to an individual  

 

machine or broadcast to an entire network. When a packet is 

sent to an IP broadcast address from a machine on the local 

network, that packet is delivered to all machines on that 

network. When a packet is sent to that IP broadcast address 

from a machine outside the local network, it is broadcast to all 

machines on the target network (as long as routers are 

configured to pass along that traffic).IP broadcast addresses 

are usually network addresses with the host portion of the 

address having all one bits. 

B.   Firewall as Semitransparent Gateway. 

     The firewall monitors the traffic sent from source to 

destination. When it sees ACK+SYN being sent from D to S, it 

responds by creating an ACK message and sending to D, thus 

reallocating the resources and moving the connection out of the 

queue. If it is an attack, the firewall then sends a RST message 

to D and connection is dropped. If the connection request is 

from a proper source, he sends back ACK, which is passed by 

firewall. D merely sees it as the duplicated packet and discards 

it.  

 
Figure 4: Firewall as a semitransparent gateway  

(Legitimate connection) 

 
Figure 5: Firewall as a semitransparent gateway                                     

(Illegitimate connection) 

C. Ingress / Egress Filtering. 

      Ingress Filtering is one of the source-end defense 

mechanisms to block spoofed packets before entering the 

Internet core. The purpose of ingress/egress filtering is to only 

allow traffic to enter or leave the network if its source 

addresses are within the expected IP address range. Ingress 

filtering is a filtering scheme that filters incoming traffic 

according to a specified rule.  
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                    Figure 6:Ingress/Egress Filtering 

     The purpose of ingress/egress filtering is to only allow 

traffic to enter or leave the network if its source addresses are 

within the expected IP address range. Suppose an attacker X 

resides within the leaf network. An input filter is placed in the 

input port of router 2 that is connected to the leaf network. 

This input filter only admits packets having a source IP 

address with the 204.69.207.0/24 prefix. If attacker X sends 

traffic with spoofed IP addresses that do not have the 

204.69.207.0/24 prefix, that traffic will be dropped by the 

input filter in router 2. This filtering function provided by 

router 2 is called ingress filtering as it deals with traffic 

coming into the network of ISP D. However, if router 1 

provides the same function, that function is called egress 

filtering as it deals with traffic leaving the leaf network. This 

stops an attacker from using hosts within that network as 

DDoS agents. If these two solutions are widely deployed all 

over the internet, then they will go a long way in stopping all 

attacks that rely on IP spoofing to be effective. Furthermore, 

they will enable easy trace back of the attacks to the true origin 

as the attacking hosts are forced to use their true IP addresses. 

Ingress/Egress filtering do not provide protection against 

bandwidth based DDoS attacks though. Ingress and Egress 

filtering depend on their widespread use for their efficacy.  

 

D. IP Traceback 

      The problem of identifying the machine that directly 

generates attack traffic is called IP trace back problem. IP 

trace back is a subtle scheme to tackle DoS attacks. If it can 

provide the exact attack origin, then we may apply some 

proper actions such as packet filtering to stop attacks 

completely. The mechanism must be incrementally deployable 

which means, it should function even when not all of the 

routers across the Internet use this mechanism. A trace back 

mechanism should not require major changes on the current 

infrastructure. The number of packets required to identify the 

attack path should be as low as possible. Also, a trace back 

mechanism should scale to a large number of attackers while 

maintaining accuracy. 

 
Figure 7: Block Schematic of Proposed approach for trace back  

A. Packet Marking 

     Our proposed scheme uses dynamic probabilities for 

marking packets. The reason for this is to provide a uniform 

probability distribution for each router to send its information 

to the victim. The probability of a packet has lastly been 

marked at router ri (i=1,2,…,D) and nowhere further down the 

path is called the leftover probability [13] and can be shown as 

                       p (1-p)
D-i

 for 1≤ i≤ D.                    
(1)According to equation (1), when fixed probabilities are 

used, leftover probabilities will be in the order of                 

       r1 < r2 < ...< rD 

Therefore, routers that are closer to the victim have bigger 

chance to pass their marking since the probability of the 

marking to be rewritten is lower. In order to provide a uniform 

leftover probability, each router can mark packets with a 

probability which is determined by an inverse function of the 

distance it has travelled [13]. If p = 1/i, where i is the distance 

from its source to the marking router, the leftover probability 

can be computed by equation (1) as: 

      1/I (1 – 1/i+1) (1 – 1/i+2)… (1 – 1/i+D) = 1 / D              (2) 

By equation (2), each router has the same leftover probability 

which means each router has the same chance to send its 

marking to the victim. 

 
Figure 8: Algorithm for Packet Marking. 

                              

       The distance from the packet source can be determined 

from the current TTL value of the packet. Since most initial 

TTL values fall in the set of {32, 64, 126, and 255} and recent 

Studies [5] show that about 99% of path lengths on Internet 

are less than 25 hops, the distance of a packet from its source 

can be deduced from its current TTL value. 

B . Path Reconstruction 

     In path reconstruction phase, the victim uses markings it 

has received and its router map. We will not focus on map 

construction phase, since it is explained in FIT [18] briefly. It 
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is assumed that, the victim has the correct information of its 

upstream routers (IP address and their distance from the 

victim). Using a router map is a key feature in an IP trace back 

scheme in order to reduce the number of false positives. 

     Path reconstruction procedure is very important, since the 

design of this procedure affects the performance of the scheme 

directly. Most of the schemes, including FIT, avoid revealing 

the details of their path reconstruction procedures. In the 

proposed scheme we perform path reconstruction by using the 

algorithm shown in Fig.9 

        Figure 9: Algorithm for Path Reconstruction. 

 

IV.SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 
      Simulation is an important method in network research, 

which can analyses the new protocol created at different 

network topology and cross traffic quickly and low-costly. ns2 

[24] is a kind of simulator, which is widely used and with 

multiple protocol. It also presents multi layer abstract to 

simulate with large-scale. 
      NS2 (Network Simulation 2) is an object-oriented and 

discrete-event network simulator. And it is an authoritative 

simulation tool in network researches [24] [25]. In common, 

NS2 defines a file format (*. tr) to track and record simulation 

processes and results.Ns2 is an object-oriented simulator, 

which is written in two programming languages: C++ is used 

to implement the specifics of the underlying simulated 

protocols and process vast amount of data efficiently.OTcl is 

used as the front end interpreter of the simulator and can 

establish the desired environment. The objects in these two 

languages are closely related and corresponding to one 

another. We can create Terrestrial, satellite and wireless 

networks with various routing algorithms (DV, LS, PIM-DM, 

PIM-SM, AODV, DSR), Traffic sources like web, ftp, telnet, 

cbr, stochastic traffic,  Failures, including deterministic, 

probabilistic loss, link failure, etc and  Various queuing 

disciplines (drop-tail, RED, FQ, SFQ, DRR, etc.) and QoS 

(e.g., IntServ and Diffserv). In our view, nodes in the 

simulation scenarios can be classified into four different roles: 

attacking nodes, legitimate traffic nodes, intermediate routers 

and the victim. With these benefits of ns2, we set up a 

simulation environment that can be used to evaluate the 

effectiveness of different PPM schemes. 

 

V.CONCLUSION  
     In this paper, we presented a approach for defending and 

trace back technique against spoofed DoS traffic. For instance, 

the integrated solution combines filtering and traces back 

mechanisms to deal with Denial of Service attacks. 

    In this paper, a simulation environment is constructing via 

ns2, setting attacking topology and traffic, which can be used 

to simulate and compare the effectiveness of different PPM 

schemes. The simulation approach also can be to test different 

performing effect of PPM schemes in DoS attacks.  
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